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BACKGROUND: The Advisory Committee on Immuniza-
tion Practices recommends a single dose of herpes zoster
(HZ) vaccine in persons aged 60 years or older, but the
efficacy decreases to zero after approximately 10 years. A
booster dose administered after 10 years might extend
protection, but the cost-effectiveness of a booster strategy
has not been examined.
OBJECTIVE:Weaimed to determine the optimal schedule
for HZ vaccine
DESIGN:We built a Markov model to follow patients over
their lifetime. From the societal perspective, we compared
costs and quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) saved of 11
strategies to start and repeat HZ vaccine at different ages.
SUBJECTS: Adults aged 60 years.
INTERVENTION: HZ vaccine.
MAIN MEASURES: Costs, quality-adjusted life years
(QALYs), and incremental costs per QALY saved.
KEY RESULTS: At a $100,000/QALY threshold, “vacci-
nation at 70 plus one booster” was the most cost-effective
strategy, with an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio
(ICER) of $36,648/QALY. “Vaccination at 60 plus two
boosters” was more effective, but had an ICER of
$153,734/QALY. In deterministic sensitivity analysis,
“vaccination at 60 plus two boosters” cost < $100,000/
QALY if compliance rate was > 67 % or vaccine cost was
< $156 per dose. In probabilistic sensitivity analysis, “vac-
cination at 70 plus one booster” was preferred at a
willingness-to-pay of up to $135,000/QALY.
CONCLUSIONS: Under current assumptions, initiating
HZ vaccine at age 70 years with one booster dose 10 years
later appears optimal. Future data regarding compliance
with or efficacy of a booster could affect these conclusions.
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INTRODUCTION

Herpes zoster (HZ) is a painful dermatomal vesicular rash
afflicting almost one in three adults.1 Of the approximately
one million Americans who experience HZ annually, 8–32 %

develop postherpetic neuralgia (PHN), an often debilitating
pain persisting greater than 3 months.2 The frequency and
severity of HZ and PHN increase with age, especially after
50 years.1 Because antiviral therapy has limited effectiveness,
efforts have focused on prevention.3

The live attenuated Oka strain VZV vaccine reduces the
incidence of HZ, PHN and their associated burden-of-illness
(BOI) among people ≥ 50 years of age,4–7 but the Advisory
Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) recommends
the vaccine only for adults aged ≥ 60 years,8 in part because
the vaccine appears not to be cost-effective below this age.9 For
adults younger than 60 years, this policy is a de facto recom-
mendation to be vaccinated on turning 60 years. Because vac-
cine efficacy declines to zero over approximately 10 years,4 the
current recommendation could leave adults lacking protection
after age 70, when PHN is most prevalent. A booster dose
administered after 10 years might extend protection, but the
cost-effectiveness of a booster strategy has not been examined.
Recently, a clinical trial assessed the safety and immunoge-

nicity of a 10-year booster dose administered to adults aged
≥70 years and found it to be safe and to produce antibody
responses similar to those of patients vaccinated for the first
time.10 The discovery of waning immunity and the possibility
of one or more booster doses add complexity to the decision
about when to vaccinate. Early vaccination with one or more
boosters should be most effective, but could be expensive.
Waiting to vaccinate until rates of HZ and PHN begin to rise
might prevent a substantial proportion of disease at lower cost.
We used a Markov decision model to examine the cost-
effectiveness of competing vaccination schedules incorporat-
ing new data on vaccine persistence,4 and safety and immu-
nogenicity of a booster dose.10

METHODS

We updated a previously published Markov model9, 11 (online
Appendix Figure 1) and compared the cost-effectiveness of 11
strategies: no vaccination, one-time vaccination at 5-year
intervals from 60 to 80 years, vaccination at 5-year intervals
from 60 to 75 years with a booster after 10 years, and vacci-
nation at 60 years with two boosters 10 years apart. The entire
cohort entered the model at age 60 and was followed for a life-
long time horizon (or to age 120) with a Markov-cycle length
of 1 year. People could receive no vaccine or one of the
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Table 1. Model Inputs

Variable Baseline value Range for one-way
sensitivity analysis†

PSA Distribution Reference

HZ incidence/1000 person-yearsa 12, 13

Male
Age 60–69 8.9 8.4–9.3 Beta
Age 70–79 11.3 10.7–11.9 §

Age ≥ 80 12.2 11.2–13.3 §

Female
Age 60–69 12.5 12–12.9 Beta
Age 70–79 15.1 14.4–15.7 §

Age ≥ 80 16.5 15.6–17.6 §

Complications
PHN given HZ 5

Age 60–69 0.069 0.042–0.096 Beta
Age ≥ 70 0.185 0.142–0.228 §

PHN from 6 to 12 months 0.215 0.188–0.247 Beta 14

PHN ≥ 12 months 15

Age < 70 0.31 0.06–0.56 Beta
Age ≥ 70 0.52 0.34–0.70 §

Any ophthalmic complications 0.022 0.012–0.032 Beta 11

Monocular blindness, given ophthalmic complications 0.039 0.011–0.067 Beta 11

Herpes oticus 0.002 0–0.005 Beta 11

Monaural deafness, given herpes oticus 0.069 0.013–0.12 Beta 11

Hospitalization given HZ 16

Age 60–69 0.013 0.005–0.021 Beta
Age 70–79 0.018 0.011–0.026 §

Age ≥80 0.055 0.042–0.068 §

Death due to HZ, per 1,000,000 cases 17

Age 60–69 2.22 1.72–2.72 Beta
Age 70–79 6.18 5.32–7.03 §

Age 80–89 23.96 21.88–26.03 §

Age ≥ 90 152.13 143.76–160.5 §

Duration of HZ hospitalization, mean days 4.7 4.4–4.9 Normal 18

Compliance rate‡ 0.6 0–1.0 Normal 19

Vaccine efficacy against HZ incidence (%) 4, 5, 7

Initial efficacy at vaccination 64.8 56.8–72.7 Normal
Annual waning rate 5.4 3.7–7.2 Normal

Likelihood ratio, by age 20

Age 60–64 1.797 NA NA
Age 65–69 1.582 NA NA
Age 70–74 0.742 NA NA
Age 75–79 0.541 NA NA
Age 80–84 0.232 NA NA
Age ≥ 85 0.080 NA NA

Vaccine efficacy against BOI (%) 4

Initial efficacy at vaccination 70.8 57.6–84.0 Normal
Annual waning rate 4.4 1.9–6.8 Normal

Vaccine efficacy against PHN incidence (%) 4

Efficacy for the first 5 years 63.2 42.2–76.5 Normal
Annual waning rate from year 6 10.0 NA NA

Adverse effect 5

Local reaction 0.34 0.33–0.36 Beta
Serious reaction 0.007 0.001–0.013 Beta

Utility
Monocular blindness 0.92 0.885–0.948 Beta 11

Monaural deafness 0.97 0.958–0.982 Beta 11

Post herpetic neuralgia after 6 months 0.67 0.618–0.722 Beta 21, 22

Short term morbidities (QALYs)
Acute herpes zoster 5, 23

Age 60–69 0.0129 0.0049–0.0207 Gamma
Age ≥70 0.0216 0.0144–0.0286 §

Hospitalization 0.0129 0.012–0.013 Gamma Length of stay
Local reaction 0.0001 0–0.0003 Gamma Assumption
Serious reaction 0.0082 0.003–0.016 Gamma 18

Direct medical costs, $ per case
Acute HZ 387 298–568 Gamma 11

PHN 762 651–906 Gamma 11

Ophthalmic complications 15,158 11,118–17,852 Gamma 11

Herpes oticus 481 135–943 Gamma 11

Hospitalization for HZ 7977 7477–8235 Gamma 18

Serious reaction 6609 6442–6703 Gamma 18

(continued on next page)
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strategies described above. For all strategies, people began in
the “Healthy” state and moved to other health states according
to transition probabilities (Table 1). Following each HZ epi-
sode, the patient could die, fully recover or experience
complications.
Compared to the unvaccinated group, vaccinated patients

had a reduction in disease incidence and complications pro-
portional to vaccine efficacy, which waned over time. Follow-
ing a booster, vaccine efficacy increased and then waned at the
same rate as following initial vaccination. Model inputs were
derived from the medical literature. Model outputs, including
costs (vaccine and disease treatment costs) and outcomes (the
number of HZ cases, PHN cases, and quality-adjusted life
years or QALYs), were computed for each strategy. Based
on the mid-range of the World Health Organization recom-
mendation,27 we chose $100,000/QALY as the cost-
effectiveness threshold. The study was conducted from the
societal perspective. Costs and QALYs were discounted at
3 %. Costs were expressed in 2014 US dollars. The medical
care component of the Consumer Price Index was used to
adjust for inflation.28 We developed the model in TreeAge
Pro 2014 (TreeAge Software, Williamstown, MA).

Model Inputs and Assumptions

Estimates and ranges for the base-case and sensitivity analyses
are presented in Table 1. Important inputs are described below.
Epidemiologic Parameters. The incidence of HZ began rising
before varicella vaccine was introduced.1, 12, 29 It could represent
better reporting, lack of natural boosting from exposure to
chicken pox, or other factors. To estimate this increasing rate,
we fit several linear regressions using the sex-specific incidences
for people aged ≥ 65 during 1993–2006, as reported in the most
comprehensive observational study of increasing HZ inci-
dence.12 We then took the age- and sex-specific incidence from
the largest HZ study in the U.S.13 as the baseline and applied the
regression slopes to project incidences for 2010 (the latest year of
rising incidence). We assumed incidence then remained stable

because varicella vaccination has been implemented universally
for 15 years30 and advertising for Zostavax had raised general
awareness.Moreover, our projected incidence for 2010 exceeded
carefully adjudicated incidence among unvaccinated controls
from 2010–2014.31

Age-specific incidence of PHN, defined as HZ pain persist-
ing ≥ 3 months, was based on the Shingles Prevention Study
(SPS).5 Age-specific HZ hospitalization rates were modeled
on a large managed care organization.16 HZ age-specific mor-
tality rates were drawn from the CDC.17 Estimates and deri-
vations of other complications have been described previous-
ly.11 We used the 2010 US life tables to derive background
age- and sex-specific mortality.32 The sex distribution
reflected the 2013 US population.33

Vaccine-Related Parameters. The SPS, a randomized trial of
the live attenuated HZ vaccine, reported efficacy up to 4 years
post-vaccination.5 After its completion, a subset of partici-
pants was re-enrolled for the Short-term Persistence Substudy
(STPS),7 which reported efficacy up to 7 years post-
vaccination. The Long-term Persistence Substudy (LTPS)
reported efficacy from 7 to 11 years post-vaccination.4

The SPS, STPS, and LTPS reported three efficacy end
points: BOI, PHN incidence, and HZ incidence.4, 5, 7 BOI
measured total pain from HZ for 182 days after disease onset.
Efficacy for BOIwas reported for the whole population, most of
whom had a BOI of zero. It therefore incorporated the vaccine’s
impact on HZ incidence, as well as severity of pain from either
HZ or PHN in the first 6 months. Efficacy against HZ and PHN
incidence was also reported for the entire population. In order to
separate these different vaccine effects, we first estimated the
efficacy for HZ incidence by year since vaccination. We then
estimated the additional efficacies for BOI and PHN incidence
among HZ cases by developing an equation to describe the
relationship between the efficacy for HZ incidence and the
overall efficacy for BOI or PHN incidence of the entire popu-
lation (see online Appendix). The efficacy function for HZ
incidence was: y = – 0.0544 × year + 0.6478, for BOI: y =

Table 1.. (continued)

Variable Baseline value Range for one-way
sensitivity analysis†

PSA Distribution Reference

Indirect cost, $ per HZ case 9

Age 60–64 4678 3373–5982 Gamma
Age ≥ 65 4409 3179–5639 §

Vaccine price* 187.89 120–300 NA 24

Vaccine administration costs 25 15–35 NA 25

*Although vaccine price is variable, it is determined by the manufacturer and not uncertain. Therefore, we did not define a probabilistic distribution for
vaccine price26

†Ranges for one-way sensitivity analysis generally represent 95 % confidence intervals, except for costs, where wider ranges were tested
‡Because the compliance rate is unknown, the range is from 0 to 1
§ For model inputs with age-specific values, the distribution was first defined for the lowest age group, which was considered as the reference.
Distributions for remaining age groups were determined by multiplying relative likelihood ratios among these ages and the reference age by the
reference distribution. Because the value was drawn randomly from the distribution in PSA, this definition of distributions ensured that the probabilistic
values of different age groups had the appropriate relative magnitudes compared with one another as when they were deterministic.9

HZ herpes zoster, PHN postherpetic neuralgia, BOI burden-of-illness, QALY quality-adjusted life year, PSA probabilistic sensitivity analysis, NA not
applicable
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– 0.0437 × year 0.7083, and for PHN incidence: y – 0.1 ×
year + 1.218 (online Appendix Figure 2). Initial efficacy
against HZ incidence was further adjusted for vaccination
age using age-specific likelihood ratios calculated from the
SPS.20

A recent study showed that a booster administered after ≥
10 years had similar safety and immunogenicity as a first dose
among people ≥70 years.10 We assumed that a booster dose
would have the same efficacy as an initial dose administered at
that age.
Compliance with multi-dose vaccine schedules varies by

vaccine, but is consistently low among all age groups.34–36 In
our base-case, we assumed 60 % compliance (i.e., the percent-
age of patients who would receive a booster), based on older
adults’ compliance with tetanus boosters.19

QALYs. Utility estimates have been described previously.11

QALY loss due to HZ was estimated using the average BOI
scores from SPS. The scores were transformed into utilities
based on a study that reported both BOI scores and EuroQOL-
5D utilities.23 The utility of PHN beyond 6 months was based
on the work of Edmunds et al.21 We assumed serious vaccine
reactions represented allergic reactions and resulted in hospi-
talization with a utility of zero. Length of stay was based on
hospitalizations for allergic reactions.18 Utilities were adjusted
for age.37

Costs. We derived costs from various sources. We used the
CDC’s private sector vaccine price.24 Vaccine administration
was based on the Medicare rate.25 Serious reactions were
assumed to cost the same as allergic reactions requiring
hospitalization.18 Local reactions were minimal and assumed
not to incur costs. Direct medical costs for treatment of acute
HZ, PHN, ocular complications, and herpes oticus were based
on our previous study.11 Productivity loss due to HZ was
estimated as described previously,9 and age-adjusted to reflect
the percentage of people in the labor force.38 The 2012 Health
Care Utilization Project was used to estimate the length of stay
and hospitalization costs (ICD-9-CM codes 053.0–053.9 for
HZ and 995.27 for allergic reactions).18

Sensitivity Analysis

One-Way Sensitivity Analysis. We conducted one-way sensi-
tivity analysis to examine the effect of all epidemiologic,
vaccine-related and utility parameters on the cost–effective-
ness of vaccination strategies.

Two-Way Sensitivity Analysis. We conducted two-way sensi-
tivity analysis by varying the initial efficacy against HZ inci-
dence and its annual waning rate, and vaccine cost against
compliance rate. Finally, we varied vaccine cost and the initial
efficacy against HZ incidence.

Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis. We employed 10,000
iterations of Monte Carlo simulation simultaneous varying
all model inputs. We displayed the results as a cost-
effectiveness acceptability curve showing the percentage of
iterations that each strategy had an ICER below a specific
willingness-to-pay (WTP) threshold.

Model Validation

We validated our model by summing the annual cases of HZ and
PHN, and BOI scores in the vaccinated and non-vaccinated
groups, and then calculating the vaccine efficacy for time periods
corresponding to the SPS, STPS, and LTPS.4, 5, 7 Due to the lack
of detailed information on sex distribution by age of SPS partic-
ipants, we applied the overall sex distribution equally across age
groups and estimated efficacy for people aged 60 and 70 years
separately. We then weighted the efficacy by age distribution for
60–69 and ≥ 70 years to reflect that of the SPS.

RESULTS

Model Validation

Modeled efficacies for HZ incidence, PHN incidence, and
BOI were very close (within 1–3 percentage points) to those
reported in the trials (online Appendix Table 1).

Table 2. Discounted Costs and Quality-Adjusted Life Years (QALYs) of Different Vaccination Strategies

Strategy Total costs ($) Incremental costs ($) QALYs Incremental QALYs ICER ($/QALY)

No vaccine 517 12.8635 N/A
Vaccine at 80 597 12.8657 Extended dominance*

Vaccine at 60 646 12.8657 Dominated†

Vaccine at 75 622 12.8669 Extended dominance*

Vaccine at 65 648 12.8669 Dominated†

Vaccine at 75 plus one booster dose 653 12.8675 Dominated†

Vaccine at 70 642 125 12.8677 0.0042 29,832
Vaccine at 60 plus one booster dose 721 12.8685 Dominated†

Vaccine at 70 plus one booster dose 690 48 12.8690 0.0013 36,648
Vaccine at 65 plus one booster dose 711 12.8691 Extended dominance*

Vaccine at 60 plus 2 booster doses 750 60 12.8694 0.0004 153,734

*This strategy has higher ICER than the next more effective strategy
† This strategy has higher cost than the next more effective strategy
ICER Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio
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Base-Case Analysis

Table 2 depicts the costs and QALYs of different vac-
cination strategies. All but four strategies were dominat-
ed. No vaccination had the lowest cost and produced the
fewest QALYs. “Vaccination at 60 plus two boosters”
provided the greatest number of QALYs, but with an
ICER of $153,734/QALY. At a willingness to pay of
$100,000/QALY, “vaccination at 70 years plus one
booster” provided the most QALYs and was highly
cost-effective with an ICER of $36,648/QALY.
Figure 1 shows the number of HZ and PHN cases prevented

and QALYs gained per 1000 vaccinated persons for each
strategy compared to no vaccination. If no booster was avail-
able, “vaccination at 70” prevented more cases and produced
more QALYs. Adding a booster after 10 years was always
more effective than one-time vaccination at the same age.
Finally, “vaccination at 60 plus two boosters” prevented the
most cases and produced the most QALYs.

Sensitivity Analysis

One-Way Sensitivity Analysis.Within the plausible parameter
ranges for all variables, the four non–dominated strategies and
their ordering did not change. Figure 2 displays all inputs that
changed the ICER of “vaccination at 60 plus two boosters” by
>10 %. “Vaccination at 60 plus two boosters” would be the
most cost-effective strategy at $100,000/QALY if compliance
rate was > 67%, QALYs lost due to HZwas equal to the lower
bound of the 95 % CI, vaccine cost was < $156/dose, initial
vaccine efficacy against HZ incidence was > 69.2 %, waning
rate of efficacy against HZ incidence was < 4.5 %/year, or
probability of having a serious vaccine reaction was < 0.27 %.

Two-Way Sensitivity Analysis. We found that “vaccination at
60 plus two boosters” was preferred at a threshold of
$100,000/QALY if initial vaccine efficacy was high and the
rate of decline was low (Fig. 3-a). At a higher compliance rate,

Figure 2. Tornado diagram of incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) of the “vaccination at 60 plus two booster doses” strategy. The
diagram was limited at $500,000/QALY as the upper threshold because the strategy would be extremely non-cost-effective above that. The

vertical line represents base-case ICER. HZ, herpes zoster; PHN, post-herpetic neuralgia; QALY, quality-adjusted life year. Note: * Ranges for
these age-specific parameters are specified in Table 1, with the highest values leading to the leftmost ICERs. Lower or upper bounds of the

ranges for all age groups were applied at the same time to maintain their age-specific relative magnitude.

Figure 1. Clinical effectiveness of different vaccination strategies compared to no vaccination. Adding a booster was always more effective, i.e.,
preventing more cases and gaining more QALYs, than one-time vaccination in the same age. “Vaccination at 60 plus two boosters” was the
most effective strategy, preventing the most number of cases and producing the highest number of QALYs. HZ, herpes zoster; PHN, post-

herpetic neuralgia; QALY, quality-adjusted life year.
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“vaccination at 60 plus two boosters” was preferred unless the
vaccine cost was high (Fig. 3-b). Finally, the lower the vaccine

cost and the higher the initial efficacy against HZ incidence,
the more cost-effective the “vaccination at 60 plus two
boosters” was (Fig. 3-c).

Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis. Figure 4 shows the
probability of each strategy being preferred (i.e., offering the
greatest number of QALYs) at different WTP thresholds.
Between $40,000/QALY – $135,000/QALY, “vaccination at
70 plus one booster” was most likely to be preferred. At
$100,000/QALY threshold, “vaccination at 60 plus two
boosters” had only 35 % probability of being preferred.

DISCUSSION

Recent information about waning efficacy of HZ vaccine, as
well as the safety and immunogenicity of a booster, raise
questions regarding the optimal age to vaccinate and whether
a booster dose is cost-effective. We used a decision analytic
model that incorporated these new data to compare the lifetime
benefit and cost-effectiveness of administering first-time vac-
cination and boosters at different ages. Assuming a WTP
threshold of $100,000/QALY, we found “vaccination at 70
plus one booster” to be the optimal immunization schedule.
Vaccinating earlier prevented more cases of HZ, but avoided
fewer cases of PHN due to a lower PHN incidence at younger
ages. Because PHN has more impact on quality of life, later
vaccination and boosting produced more QALYs. However,
waiting too long produced fewer QALYs because patients
were unprotected during high incidence years prior to
vaccination.
Although “vaccination at 60 plus two boosters” prevented

the most cases, it was very expensive and not cost-effective
under base-case assumptions. However, if the vaccine were to
cost < $156/dose or if > 67 % of patients received a booster
dose, then “vaccination at 60 years plus two boosters” would
cost < $100,000/QALY. Using our best estimates for these
values, and varying all model inputs simultaneously, “vacci-
nation at 60 plus two boosters” had only a 35 % chance of
being cost-effective. “Vaccination at 70 plus one booster” was
always the most likely to be cost-effective within the WTP
range of $40,000/QALY and $135,000/QALY.
In agreement with previous analyses,39–42 our study con-

firmed that if a one-time vaccination (as currently recommen-
ded) were being considered, vaccination at age 70 would be
optimal. Moreover, our study highlights the unintended con-
sequence of offering one-time vaccination at age 60. Because
of waning immunity, patients vaccinated at age 60 receive
42 % less lifetime protection against PHN than those vacci-
nated at 70.
In 2015, a new adjuvanted subunit HZ vaccine (HZ/su) was

demonstrated to prevent 97 % of HZ cases over 3 years.31

Although the duration of protection is unknown, the licensing

Figure 3. Two-way sensitivity analysis of impact of different
combinations of variables using a willingness-to-pay threshold of
$100,000/quality-adjusted life year gained. Letter X denotes base-
case. a Initial efficacy at vaccination and annual waning rate of the

efficacy against herpes zoster incidence. b Vaccine cost and
compliance rate. c Vaccine cost and the initial efficacy against herpes

zoster incidence at vaccination.
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of HZ/su vaccine (expected in late 2016) should change the
HZ vaccination paradigm. Based on our sensitivity analysis,
given the new vaccine’s efficacy, “vaccination at 60 plus two
boosters” would be the optimal strategy if the vaccine cost ≤
$388 for the two-dose regimen. However, until the vaccine is
licensed, the cost will not be known. In addition, 96 % of
patients in the randomized trial received both doses.31 Other
two-dose series, such as hepatitis A vaccine, have completion
rates closer to 65 %.34 Thus the new vaccine’s effectiveness
may be substantially lower than in the trial, and vaccination
beginning at 70 years may still be preferred.
Our study has limitations. First, several variables relating to

the booster are unknown. While it is reasonable to assume the
booster will cost the same as initial vaccination, it will be years
before we determine the booster’s efficacy and compliance
rate. Second, efficacy of HZ vaccine was based on the LTPS,
an observational study using historical controls.4 Additional
long-term trials are unlikely. Third, we assumed that the inci-
dence of HZ stopped rising after 2010 because we could not
assume an unlimited upward trajectory. Carefully adjudicated
events from the recent vaccine study suggest our rates may be
too high,31 but even a continued increase in incidence would
not change the optimal vaccine schedule. Finally, we lacked
contemporary estimates of costs associated with HZ and PHN;
consequently, we inflated previous estimates to 2014 dollars,
but our findings were insensitive to these costs.
Our study appears to be the first to incorporate trial data

regarding long-term efficacy and persistence4 and the first
U.S. study to address cost-effectiveness of vaccination
strategies that include boosters. Our findings have impor-
tant implications. The current ACIP recommendation is to
administer one dose of vaccine to patients aged ≥ 60 years.
However, because efficacy beyond 10 years is limited,
vaccination at age 60 appears to be one of the most expen-
sive and least effective strategies. Based on our model,
delaying vaccination by 10 years should reduce costs while

improving outcomes. Adding a booster dose after 10 years
should offer additional gains at reasonable cost. For patients
who can afford it, beginning vaccination at age 60 followed
by two booster doses 10 years apart would be most effec-
tive, but at a price which cannot be universally advocated.
One potential exception would be if the compliance with the
booster exceeded 67 %, then beginning vaccination at age
60 could be considered cost-effective. However, older
adults’ compliance with a tetanus booster, which also has
a 10-year interval, remains at 60 %.19

In light of the data on waning efficacy, the ACIP may want
to reconsider their recommendation. For patients already vac-
cinated, a booster appears to be in order. However, future
vaccination efforts will likely have to be divided between
delivering the initial vaccination and encouraging patients to
get boosters. Following approval of HZ vaccine, uptake has
been slow, hampered by high cost, vaccine shortages and lack
of familiarity.43, 44 Although vaccination rates have begun to
rise,19 the impact of a booster recommendation on vaccine
supply and initial vaccination rates is unknown. One way to
mitigate between these competing needs would be to focus on
vaccinating all patients above age 70, whether they are unvac-
cinated or have been vaccinated at least 10 years ago. By
simply not vaccinating patients in their 60s, physicians would
ensure that all remaining strategies were cost-effective. Fol-
lowing several years of widespread booster use, we should be
able to determine the booster’s effectiveness and compliance
rate.We will also have data on the cost and effectiveness of the
adjuvanted subunit vaccine. At that time, it may be appropriate
to revisit the recommendations. In the interim, current recom-
mendations appear to be the least effective, and unnecessarily
expensive.
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Internal Medicine Annual Meeting, held on May 11–14, 2016 in
Hollywood, FL.

Figure 4. Cost-effectiveness acceptability curve of different vaccination strategies. Only strategies with > 5 % the probability of being cost-
effective at different willingness-to-pay values were included. QALY, quality-adjusted life year.
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